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God, Gold and Glory: Spanish Exploration of the Great Plains
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Motivated by"God,Gold and Glory" Spain sent military expeditions to explore the Great Plains
beginning in 1541. Converting Indians would bring glory to the converter in an age that related
everything to religion,but the real draw was finding wealth in the fantastic, mythical kingdoms
that always seemed to lie just beyond the currently explored territory.

Opening a Future Trade
Route

Because they followed the Arkansas River,
many of these Spanish expeditions came
through this area of Kansas.Their journeys
also pioneered the route William Becknell

They started out from the area now known as

would later use in 1821 to open trade with

explored by the Spanish.

New Mexico and by 1821,the year Becknell
made his first trip to Santa Fe,there was hardly
a place on the Great Plains that had not been

Santa Fe Trade.

1541

Vasquez de Coronado

Now we will speak ofthe plains. The country is spacious and level,and is more than 400 leagues wide in the
part between the two mountain rangers...The country is like a bowl,so that when a man sits down,the horizen
surrounds him all around at the distance ofa musketshot.
• Pedro dc Castaneda, Chronicler ofthe Coronado Expedition

Inspired by the stories of an Indian named
Turk, Coronado set outfrom the area of New

Eventually others were interested in returning
to the area around New Mexico. Although

Mexico with 350 soldiers searching for the

Coronado didn't find any gold, many people

Seven Cities of Cibola,a legendary place of

believed it was still there to discover.There

amazing wealth. After marching about 650

was also an interest in converting the Indians,

miles without finding anything, Coronado

as well as establishing a more permanent

realized the Turk had misled them. He sent

presence in order to use it as a base for further
explorations.

back all but 30 of his men and used Texas

Indians as guides from that point on. They
would eventually reach a village of grass
covered huts near Lyons, Kansas,which
Coronado named Quivira. Most of the route
Coronado used on his return to New Mexico
would later become the Santa Fe Trail.

Although he planned to continue the search

for gold, he was seriously injured after falling
from his horse and had to return to New

Spain. The Spanish government halted any
further exploration into new territory so they
could consolidate their hold on presently held
lands and concentrate on mining silver in
Mexico.

A sketch of a Wichita Indian village in the 19th

century. Both the houses and surrounding cornfields
appear similar to what Coronado described in 1541.

